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ArrowSpan’s Full Duplex Wi-Fi Mesh Network is Fully
Compatible with Third Party Devices.
Santa Clara, Calif., December 4th, 2006 – ArrowSpan Inc., a global provider of Wi-Fi mesh
solutions, today announced that its products are compatible with Nomadix, a leading supplier of
intelligent network devices and interconnect services for guest access, digital cities, and carrier
HotSpots.
Extensive compatibility tests revealed that ArrowSpan’s MeshAPs are adaptable with the
industry’s highly acclaimed Nomadix AG 3000 access gateways. Both products compliment each
other and together they make one of the most cost efficient solutions in the market.
“We are very pleased with the test results. This latest experiment indicates that ArrowSpan’s
MeshAPs are adaptable with third party devices,” said Max Lu, President/CEO of ArrowSpan.
“Using ArrowSpan’s mesh network and Nomadix’ AG 3000, providers and property managers can
create intelligent public Wi-Fi mesh networks, which are secure, reliable, cost effective and easy
to deploy.”
The AG 3000 access gateway enables the deployment of a wireless network, supporting up to
200 simultaneous users; a perfect fit with Arrowspan’s MeshAPs, providing the perfect solution
for hospitality venues.
“Compatibility with ArrowSpan’s MeshAPs, is a great benefit to our customers,” said Scott
Zumbahlen, director of marketing for Nomadix. “Metropolitan deployments continue to be one of
our biggest growth markets, and ArrowSpan empowers service providers and carriers with highly
dependable Wi-Fi mesh networks. With Nomadix’ public access gateways, end users will be able
to receive fast and reliable service. “
Arrowspan’s mesh infrastructure allows the nodes to work seamlessly with Nomadix’ AG 3000,
further expanding the application usage for hospitality or other solutions in the market.
ArrowSpan’s MeshAPs are designed to extend existing hotspot coverage using Wi-Fi mesh
technology with plug-n-play installation. The dual radio design provides better Wi-Fi coverage,
and can expand internet hot spots to hot zones effortlessly.

About ArrowSpan Inc.
ArrowSpan, Inc. develops and manufactures next-generation Wi-Fi mesh network solutions. All
units are specifically designed to be seamlessly compatible with all brands of an existing network
access server, application server, router and gateway. ArrowSpan is committed to building
reliable wireless mesh solutions, and we are backing our wireless mesh Access Points with a
limited three year warranty. For more information about ArrowSpan, Inc., please visit
http://www.arrowspan.com.
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